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Abstract - Cloud infrastructure increases the strength of
service and product based companies by serving more users
with limited infrastructure. Many of researcher are working
to improve the security of vulnerable cloud infrastructure.
This paper has proposed a trust based model for detection of
DDoS attacked malicious nodes in the network. Based on
node resource uses in the network a belief was developed by
the cloud bridge. Further paper evaluates jaccard
coefficient trust value based on transaction happens between
nodes. This jaccard coefficient is social feature calculate as
per node behavior with all other nodes. Finally a cumulative
trust was estimate by page rank method using jaccard and
initial belief model. Experiment was done on DDoS attack
network. Result shows that proposed model has increases
the malicious node detection.
Keywords - Cloud computing, Jaccard Coefficient, Page
Rank, Classification, Trust Model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Companies are eventually changing their IT strategies
and are turning towards the cloud to meet their data storage
requirements to improve their scalability and to reach
globally. There are several benefits of cloud computing
among which the major ones are lower cost, fault tolerance,
flexibility, and efficient response to the latest business needs.
But with the advent of this new technology brings new
threats and challenges as concerned with the privacy of data
that is processed or stored within the cloud. Out of which one
of the major challenges of cloud computing is that the
consumers who are the actual owners of information while
sending their information into the cloud lose control of their
precious data. This increases the chances of information theft
considerably. Cloud computing indeed offers many benefits
but steps have to be taken to improve the trust of people in
cloud computing to ensure that the information stored in it is
private and confidential.
One of the problems with cloud computing is the
management and the owners of the website hosting services
are removed from the control of a solitary owner. And many

important organizations such as government agencies,
financial institutes, and health care providers are lawfully
required to keep their data secure. Normally such
organizations maintain their own data centers to keep their
data safe and secure. Such organizations cannot move
towards the cloud due to the risk of a data leak that they
cannot control.
Particularly, data storage is important service. Despite
the fact that many enterprises and organizations would want
to keep their information in their own framework because of
security and trust reasons, the use of cloud on data storage
and sharing is genuinely prominent [5]. Included system
providers give diverse types of security of records and the
system, however they are not generally thought to be
adequate as there are a wide range of requirements relying
upon the clients. It is, in any case, in near future expected to
be common [6]. This model gives different sorts of security
services in various forms. The trust in cloud computing is
partitioned into different classes specifically Reputation
Based Trust, SLA check based trust, Policy-based trust,
Evidence-based trust and Societal trust [4, 5].
II. RELATED WORK
Rafey et al. [7] calculated the trusted nodes based on the
behavior of the node. In his representation transaction
attributes of nodes such as confidence, power, context
importance, and social attributes such as relationship,
centrality, and friendship were considered to calculate the
overall trust value of the machines. The trust based accuracy
given by this model is affected by results from dishonest
nodes.
Chen et al. [8] In this model consider both the QoS also
the trust metrics that include energy status and also the
reputation in terms of quality together with social trust
metrics. But for some reason, this study was not considered
to achieve perfect results.
Pei Yun Zhang et al. [9] proposed a trust model related
to the algorithm to decrease the trust management load and
worked to improve the node detection ability that was
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malicious on the domain partition. Partitioning such nodes
into domains was helpful to decrease the load of trust
managing in terms of computation and storage. Crossdomain sliding of windows and domain were proposed and
were used to save the latest trust values. After this, an
algorithm was designed to compute the cross-domain and
domain trust value of the nodes, a procedure called filter was
applied to remove the malicious nodes and malicious trust
evaluations from the domain.

Develop Region

Clock Cycle

D. Eyers et. al. in [10] A camFlow model as a trial was
launched in data-centric model in the PAAS cloud was also
proposed by the authors. It enforces the data flow strategy
and executes the information between the machines at the
hardware kernel part while exchanging of the messages.
Z. Wu et. al. in [11] Two-layer data flow model was again
adopted for the cloud that provides data flow tracking and
controlling which was proposed as a protection mechanism
from system attacks like buffer and stack overflow.

M Transaction

N. E. Moussaid et. al. in [12] Security attributes were
formulated in a dynamic fashion when the behaviors of these
collected entities were linked with security classes and trust
level and it also enhanced the information flow together with
security control. It was difficult to identify the information
flow boundary due to the sharing of machines (virtual).

Update Cloud Bridge

Jaccard Coefficient

X. Lu et. al. in [13] also proposed a control method that
was dynamic and was used to know the virtual boundary
recognition by sensitive information flow. It combines the
concepts of decentralized and centralized information flow
control.

Page Rank Trust

Omar Abdel Wahab et. al. in [14] Two-fold type
solution was also adopted that allows the hypervisor to make
a trust relationship with the guest virtual machines by
knowing the subjective and objective trust resources and
employing them with Bayesian inference to combine them.
We design a game that was trust based among the hypervisor
that tries to maximize the minimization that was caused to a
cloud system by DDoS attackers under the inadequate budget
of the resources. This game control the hypervisor to detect
the load distribution in real-time among VMs that maximizes
attacks and detects the DDoS.

Malicious Node Detect
Fig. 1 Proposed work training module

A. Clock Cycle
Cloud defines a fix size time range as a clock. So in one
clock cycle more than one node may initiate a transaction.
Clock cycle (CC) is definite number of clock count for
updating a trust value of nodes at cloud bridge table.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Proposed model Jaccard Coefficient and Page Rank
Trust Model (JCPRTM) was detained in this section of
paper. Each node have processor, memory (RAM) and
bandwidth resource. Cloud bridge maintain resource
utilization data with number of successful and unsuccessful
transaction. This model calculates trust value by utilizing
jaccardcoefficient and page rank methods. Proposed model
steps were shown in fig. fig. 1. Various elements of the
model were explains below.

B. Initial Belief
As per node resource utilization initial belief value was
estimate. If node have no over resource utilization the its
initial belief value if 1. If node have one or more over
resource utilization then sum of all over utilization resources
ratio (Rlimit/Rover_Use_Percent) [14].
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1 𝑖𝑓R i,Limit > R i,Over_Use_Percent for i = {1 … r}
𝐼𝑗 = {

𝑃𝑅𝑇𝑖 =

𝑟

|𝑠|
Where s is subset of nodes having transaction with i node. Ij
is initial belief of node.

∑ R i,Limit /R i,Over_Use_Percent 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
𝑖=1

Where Rr,limit is limit for r th resource of node j, similarly
Rr,over_Use_Percent.

F. Malicious Node Detection
Out of this page rank trust PRT help cloud to classify
nodes into real and malicious node. Mean of PRT value was
taken as threshold value. Nodes having higher PRT value as
compared to threshold value was consider as real node while
lower PRT value as compared to threshold value was
consider as malicious node.

C. Node Trust value
Each node in the cloud has a trust value range from 0 to
1. This value may increase or decrease as per the behavior of
the nodes in form of transaction success. Cloud bridge
storage tables were used to evaluate this value of work. First
was evaluation of node direct trust value where number of
successful transaction counts were divide by total number of
transaction.

IV. EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS ANALYSIS
The experiment was done on a real dataset of research
papers where different branch papers was taken to cluster the
input dataset. Implementation of the proposed hybrid model
was done on MATLAB software. Results were compared on
the following evaluation parameters:

So let successful transaction count between i, j node is
represent by Tsij and total number of transaction represent by
Ttij[15]. Estimation of direct trust value was done Eq..
𝐷𝑖𝑗 =

Pr ecision 

𝑇𝑠𝑖𝑗
𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑗

Above eq. 1 gives n number of direct trust value for each
node, but behaviors of node with node may be different. As
malicious node provide good service to some node and poor
service to others. So this trust value needs to be further
process by jaccard coefficient function. This function takes
all direct trust value of a node and generates a single value of
the node as per different beahvious operations done by node
with other nodes.

Re call 

True _ Positive
True _ Positive  False _ Positive

True _ Positive
True _ Positive  False _ Negative

F _ Score 

2 * Pr ecision * Re call
Pr ecision  Re call

A. Results
Table 1. Precision value comparison of DDos attack node detection
models.

D. Jaccard Coefficient
Jaccard function was proposed by [16] where as per
various observed features between two element a trust value
was generate by Eq.
𝐽𝐶 =

∑𝑗𝜖𝑠 𝐽𝐶𝑗 + 𝐼𝑗

𝐴∩𝐵
𝐴∪𝐵

In above eq. A, B are nodes in the cloud and features are
direct trust value between them. 𝐴 ∩ 𝐵 is obtained by getting
lower direct trust value between A and B for same nodes
like AC, BC. 𝐴 ∪ 𝐵 is obtained by getting higher direct
trust value between A and B for same nodes like AC,
BC.

Virtual
Machine

DDos
Malicious
Nodes

JCPRTM

Previous
Model
[14]

25

5

0.3333

0.8125

30

5

0.3750

0.9167

30

8

0.3

0.6471

40

10

0.4286

0.7619

Table 1 shows that proposed JCPRTM model has
increases the precision value as compared to previous model
proposed in [14]. It was shown that use of jaccard coefficient
increases the D-Dos malicious node detection accuracy of
work. Combined use of different trust (jaccard and initial
belief) in page rage rank has also improve the detection
precision value.

E. Page Rank Trust
Jaccard values are utilize to get the page rank [17] value
of each node. Rank of one node modify the other, hence
behavior of node with other node effect the cumulative trust
value.
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Table 2. Recall value comparison of DDos attack node detection models

Virtual
Machine

DDos
Malicious
Nodes

JCPRTM

25

5

0.6667

0.8667

30

5

1

0.7333

30

8

0.75

0.8462

40

10

0.75

Table 4. Execution time value comparison of DDos attack node
detection models

Previous
Model [14]

Virtual
Machine

DDos
Malicious
Nodes

JCPRTM

Previous
Model [14]

25

5

1.2218

0.3067

30

5

1.326

0.0324

30

8

1.3948

0.0328

40

10

2.8762

0.0239

0.7619
Table 4 shows that execution time for malicious node
detection of proposed model is less as compared to previous
model [14].

Table 2 shows that proposed JCPRTM model has
increases the recall value as compared to previous model
proposed in [14]. It was shown that use of jaccard coefficient
increases the D-Dos malicious node detection accuracy of
work. Combined use of different trust (jaccard and initial
belief) in page rage rank has also improve the detection recall
value.

V. CONCLUSION
Various network suffer from different type of attacks,
some are easy to detect but may lead to heavy losses in terms
of data, resource, etc. This paper has developed a DDoS
attack detection model in cloud environment where nodes
performing malicious activity are detect by trust evaluation
technique. To get a node trust proposed model has monitor
session between nodes either successful or un-successful.
Jaccard coefficient model was used to get the collective trust
values from other virtual machine. Further paper has
utilizesjaccard value in page rank algorithm to get final trust
value of the work. Experiemnt was done on different
environment and results shows that proposed model ahs
increased the malicious node detection accuracy. It was
shown that use of jaccard coefficient increases the D-Dos
malicious node detection accuracy of work. Combined use of
different trust (jaccard and initial belief) in page rage rank
has also improve the detection recall value. In future paper
scholar can adopt other trust model by use of machine
learning approach.
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